
Case Study

In a hyper-scaling 
environment, Lightspin helps 
Inspectiv secure its cloud
Security is at the core of who Inspectiv is and what 
they do – they needed a cloud security platform and 
partner they could trust to uphold this core tenant and 
secure their environment
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The Challenge
For a growing tech startup, especially one like Inspectiv – a 
vulnerability detection platform –   security isn’t just an 
addition, it is top of mind for the organization’s business 
strategy. Inspectiv is built in the cloud, and their security-
minded perspective means they already had good principles 
in place with secure-design but needed better visibility and 
resiliency since the organization is 100% in the AWS cloud. 

For Ray Espinoza, a seasoned security professional and the 
current CISO of Inspectiv, he has seen and explored so many 
tools over the years and loves the space but was on the 
hunt for a true Cloud Native Application Platform (CNAPP) 
solution that could unify all his organization’s cloud security 
needs in one platform. Ray needed strong monitoring, 
detection, response, privacy, internal vulnerability detection, 
and compliance in an easy to use and easily digestible 
platform. Given the nature of Inspectiv’s dynamic growth 
and scale, it was also vital that Ray find a vendor who would 
be a true partner where he felt his team would be heard and 
with whom they could grow.

Industry:  SaaS Security

Inspectiv launched in 
2018 with a mission to 
secure the internet, and a 
vision to create a security 
platform that provides 
world-class security 
intelligence designed 
specifically for agile 
security teams. The vision 
was first validated when 
Veritone operationalized 
their FedRAMP 
certification by relying 
on Inspectiv’s testing to 
satisfy rigorous third party 
assessment controls, and 
the vision continues to 
be validated daily as new 
partners, ranging from 
seed-stage startups to 
enterprise organizations, 
identify and reduce risk 
across their applications 
through the help of 
Inspectiv’s vulnerability 
detection platform.

“As an SMB buyer I need to deploy stuff and have it 
move quickly. I loved that with Lightspin the Jira 
integration was easy, the Slack integration was 
easy, Deployment to Kubernetes was easy. And then 
getting that information fed back to our team – okay 
now how can we manage the workflow end to end? 
For our team, it took about an hour until everything 
was integrated and I was able to get results back 
right away. Lightspin provided me with the ability to 
get exactly what I need when I need it.”

Ray Espinoza 
CISO at Inspectiv
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The Solution

Ray loves the simplicity of Lightspin and the fact 
that he and his team gleaned value from the 
platform right away. “Given the hyper-scale growth 
of the company, I need something that will work 
now and work quickly – a tool that I can easily deploy 
and integrate into preexisting tools,” commented 
Ray. With Lightspin, Ray’s team was up and running 
and immediately could see value and configure their 
integrations to get results right away. The platform 
provides Inspectiv with clear visibility across their 
AWS environments and Kubernetes clusters, and 
the added value of the solution’s proposed dynamic 
remediation is a timesaver.

Ray has worked with many cloud security vendors 
and tools in the past, and when he approached 
evaluating tools for Inspectiv where he had a green 
field environment, it was important for him to feel 
right from the start that their was a true partner 
in the vendor he selected. Lightspin felt like the 
right fit from the very beginning. Instead of the 
relationship feeling like a business transaction, 
Ray and his team have ongoing conversations and 
feedback loops around features, timelines, and feel 
they are building a long-lasting security strategy 
together with Lightspin.

Ray also was blown away with Ligthspin’s Attack 
Path technology. In a bakeoff with another vendor, 
Ray felt “strong differentiators in Lightspin. The 
attack path flow piece was mind-blowing – I 
love this – you take a vulnerability and tie it to an 
exploitability and you make it very easy for me 
to articulate it to the teams that are responsible 

for this, whereas other tools require more elbow 
grease before we can get this message to the teams 
that need them.” Developers and Security teams 
are a finite resource and Lightspin’s value is that for 
Ray and the Inspectiv team, it “shortens the time I 
need to invest in doing an investigation. Typically 
you’re taking contextual pieces and bringing it 
together with alert data to paint a picture of what 
is what. With Lightspin we can double click into and 
drill down to that next level of what are the specific 
details? Is this a risk that I know about and just 
need to manage? And if so, how do I treat that and 
educate stakeholders on how to manage the risk?” 

Lightspin has provided Inspectiv the additional 
context and enrichments to provide the visibility 
needed to operate more securely while minimizing 
the impact on velocity for their rapid growth.

  

The Results

• 99.5% noise reduction

• 338 Lightspin prioritized out of 2.55k 
total CVE findings

• 100% visibility across AWS and K8s
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Lightspin is the #1 cloud security solution for SaaS companies of all sizes. 
Agentless and easy to deploy, Lightspin’s Cloud Native Application Protection 
Platform (CNAPP) efficiently prioritizes and remediates cloud security risks in 
minutes thanks to the industry’s only Attack Path Engine built on the graph. 
Supporting Amazon Web Services, Google Public Cloud, Microsoft Azure and 
Kubernetes, Lightspin simplifies cloud security and compliance via its self-serve 
offering and graph-based algorithms. Based in New York and Tel Aviv, Lightspin 
is backed by Dell Technologies Capital, IBM, and Ibex Investors. Leading SaaS 
companies such as PageUp, NEXT Insurance, and Imperva trust Lightspin to 
protect their data and workloads in the cloud.  

To learn more, visit www.lightspin.io


